KLOEBER SANATORIUM
Green River Hot Springs, WA.
There was a total of 17 hot springs that comprised Green River Hot Springs, located
about 60 miles from Seattle. When the Northern Pacific Railway built a station there in
1888, a bath house and hotel followed shortly thereafter. Dr. J. S. Kloeber thought the
132-degree Fahrenheit white sulphur water emerging from the springs would cure
numerous health problems, so in 1900 he opened his Green River Hot Springs Hotel and
Sanitarium. He advertised it as “The most perfectly appointed Health and Pleasure Resort
in the West”. I suspect there was more emphasis, and interest, in the pleasure resort
part than in the health aspect. Bowling alleys, a shooting gallery, billiard, and card rooms
were advertised, while the bath rooms with massage and Swedish movement were the
health offerings. Rates ranged from $5 to $10 per week for the rooms, with meals at a
modest additional fee.
Dr. Kloeber’s Sanatorium operated for just ten years before being burned to the ground
in August of 1910, by a forest fire.
Syracuse china made the sanitarium’s china service which is described, and shown, in
IDwiki. The gray green border is shown in the Syracuse pattern sample book as ‘Flower
Festoon 2200’. The winged lady on the dais that was used in the center of the plate along
with “The Kloeber” “Green River Hot Springs” was used again on a sample plate that
Syracuse made in 1915. On this sample plate all of the Kloeber information has been cut
off in hopes that another prospective customer would take a fancy to the winged lady and
order her for their crested china.
Information sources. RWCN IDwiki, Black Diamond History website, Ellensburg Public
Library Local History Collection Photographs, WorthPoint.com, AOL image search, Google
image search.
A note on terminology.
The terms sanatorium and sanitarium are interchangeable. However, sanitarium is
primarily a North American word. The difference between the words is their origin,
though it is not much of a difference. The word sanitorium is derived from the Late Latin
word sanitorius, which means health-giving.
Source: https://english.stackexchange.com/questions/415825/sanitarium-vs-sanatorium
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View of the Sanitarium

The railroad station was just a short distance away.
Two passenger trains a day stopped there, with one running in each direction.
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Kloeber advertisement, with testimonials
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View of a portion of the dining room

Pattern #2200 “Flower Festoon” border sample page
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Winged lady on 1915 Syracuse sample plate
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Addendum
The following images of a dinner plate were posted by RWCN member,
Kathleen Lathom, in the “Comments” following the article.
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